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ABSTRACT: Using smart sensor technology from the Industry 4.0 principle along the supply chain and extending 

this into the consumer settings is regarded as prospective into creation of the forms of digital consumer 

engagement, marketing and analytical opportunitities. This study is analysing near field communication (NFC) 

tags embedded into consumer packaged goods for creation of more advanced patterns of interaction in the situation 

of consumption. This study suggests to make performance measurement and management as integrated into the 

product – consumer interaction design considering both use of and retrieving of objective data elements for 

analytical processing and overall performance management of the marketing efforts and impacts. This study 

highlights certain design considerations related to large data amounts combined with a relative high level of 

uncertainty related to product life-cycles. However, the benefits of the improved insight into consumption and 

consumer experience is prospective to brand-owners. 

Keywords: Internet of packaging; Industry 4.0; Performance management; Consumer experience; Interaction 

design. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

IOP is a conceptualization of Internet of Things (IOT) into to digitally enabled consumer packaging items 

(Lydekaityte and Tambo, 2019; Armstrong, 2018). The evolution of IOP is largely technology-driven going from 

traditional barcodes, to QR-codes, to passive digital identifiers like RFID, and into more complex and interactive 

digital universes driven by e.g. NFC tags embedded in packaging materials and augmented reality (Lydekaityte 

and Tambo, 2018; Zelbst et al., 2019; Boeck et al., 2011; Ghobakloo, 2018). NFC tags or similar can be used in 

obtaining information along the supply chain and in the consumption environment, e.g. a household. Some IOP 

solutions are more mandated or protection-oriented like serialized pharmaceutical packaging or anti-counterfeiting 

tags in luxury products. Other IOP solutions might be more oriented to consumer experience (CX), e.g. liquor 

bottles with gambling vouchers, safety and use information on small electrical appliances, water bottles advising 

on drinking habits, detergent flasks giving consumer advice and help in reordering (Roberge, 2109; Seetharaman 

et al., 2018; Pfeiffer, 2018). IOP is a novel opportunity to reach out to consumers, tell more sophisticated stories, 

give more life to marketing and branding, and understand the consumer better. To do so, use of IOP is a matter of 

designing user interactions (UX) and consumer interaction (CX) intrinsically involving a design of impact metrics, 

UX/CX measurability, and evaluation pattern for key indicators. That is, an initiative to introduce IOP elements 

of digital CX in physical packaging is necessarily associated with a performance management and measurement 

(PMM) design (Alicke et al., 2017; Arya et al., 2019; Amarunga and Baldry, 2002). PMM is ideally suited for 

analysis of consumer experience, acceptance and derived corporate productivity in the IOP setting (Bourne et al., 

2003; Oliver, 1981; Otley, 1999; Kleijen and Smits, 2003; Folan and Brown, 2005). PMM is facing a range of 

challenges. (1) The organizational and geographical complexity going from the brand owner and into the limitless 

distributed place of application. (2) The intermittency of the network connectivity between the tagged packaging, 

an intermediary (a smartphone or similar), and the central point of PMM. (3) The life cycle of the IOP item being 

indeterministic by nature (Grace and O’Cass, 2004). The purpose of this study is to define guiding principles for 

the inclusion of PMM in the IOP CX design (Cambra-Fierro et al., 2019; Chromjakova, 2016; de Kruif et al., 2002; 

Farah et al., 2019). 

 

RESEARCH METHODS 

Methodology of this study is first of the study of ongoing industrial experiments is respect to CX design and data 

collection opportunities. The methodology is then furthermore laboratory scale experiments using interaction tests 

with a successively increasing complexitity in respect to mock consumer item having tags linking both to product 

properties and online communication (Paunonen et al., 2018; Rajput and Singh, 2019). E.g. a NFC-tagged mock 

box of an electric household appliance where consumers can A. enroll a customer loyalty program and earn a 

bonus, B. get an interactive safety instruction also giving a bonus, C. obtain some tricks from a specialist, and D. 

earn more bonus by sharing ideas. 
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IOP largely follows and fits into seminal works (Bourne et al., 2003) in performance management of product 

marketing as an integrated phenomenon of invested capital gaining returns from successful consumer interaction. 

IOP differentiates by giving an until now unproven method for capturing details of use, idling and life cycles in 

the post-retail context. The PMM should monitor demographic profile of loyalty data together with objective data 

from GPS, IT-platform, time from manufacturing to consume, retail history, and conversion data of A – D. This 

is delicate, however, largely consumers are emphasized perceived value rather than bringing concerns as primary 

objective. This case of using bonus for attraction can obviously be replaced with other ‘consumer value’ artefacts, 

and the literature show example of e.g. lottery tickets, co-marketing to sports events, obtaining of music clips, and 

similar entertainment provisions. 

 

Drawing on Industry 4.0, IOP is a potential extension of the supply chain beyond manufacturing, distribution and 

retailing and into the consumer setting. Performance-based approaches are suggestedly interesting to improve 

alignment between manufacturing and consumption. That relates to unintented as well as intended consumption 

in this, issues like overlong shelf life, retailers remarketing, and simple, regular consumption approving and 

confirming intended product fundamentals. On unintended use, IOP can provide early warnings on glitching in 

retailing and product appeal together with channel assurance, to give brand-owners optimal navigation in 

marketing optimisation.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study would overall aggregate to indicators for CX satisfaction, upselling opportunities, supply chain 

optimization and return on capital employed. Key findings of this study is that the NFC approach can provide more 

detailed data to the PMM system contrary to e.g. QR-code enabled web-interfaces in terms of box serialization, 

geo-data and device-related objective aggregator data such as social media. Implications to practice is that brand 

owners in IOP has opportunities for improved and more advanced CX, customer loyalty, customer insights and 

higher precision in PMM, given a rightfully designed interaction process including PMM integration. The social 

implications of this study is related to consumers’ acceptability of data collection, where the study clearly indicates 

that the interaction design is a key determinant for creation of confidence and establishment of communicative 

transparency for consumer trust (Hollebeek and Macky, 2019; Tortorella et al., 2019; Tupa et al., 2017). This 

study’s originality is based on setting an outline for interaction design and CX related to PMM using IOP as an 

upcoming, expectedly breakthrough technology. Limitations pertain to brand owners and consumers adoption, 

legal and ethical limitations and ongoing transformations of retailing into online settings. 
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